
Bizarre Black Holes
Wednesday, April 28, 2021 at 7:00 p.m.

Join black hole expert and senior member of the LIGO scientific collaboration, Dr. Jolien
Creighton, as he dissects major discoveries from the last 5 years related to black holes,
gravitational waves, and neutron stars. This event takes place on Zoom.

Sign Up

Jean's Corner

For the last 13 years, our team has included unpaid
interns, who we often hired after their internship.
However, we have found that many talented
students cannot take advantage of our rewarding
opportunities without being paid. To be more
equitable and to expand our pool of applicants, we
have decided that going forward we must pay all our
interns. We hope you agree. This is one of the
reasons we are encouraging donations: We hope
that you want to enable students to gain valuable
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professional experience while working with a committed, talented group. We also are
planning an ambitious series of collaborative events to celebrate the 100th anniversary
of the first planetarium projector. If you have already supporting us financially, thank you.
If you have not done so already, please consider supporting us. Thank you and I hope
we can meet under the stars very soon!

Asian Celebrations: Two dates left!
Experience celestial celebrations across Asia with different guest speakers who will talk
about their country, culture, and connections to the night sky.

Friday, April 9 at 7:00 p.m.: Vinaya Valsan, India

Wednesday, April 14 at 7:00 p.m.: Dr. Aragorn Quinn, Japan

Sign Up

Spring fundraising: Help us reach our
goal of $7,500!
Your contributions go toward:

Student scholarships
Stipends for guest speakers from underrepresented
audiences
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Share this email:

Saving toward a new hybrid planetarium projector
Special events in 2023, the 100th anniversary of
planetariums!

No gift is too small! Thank you for your continuing support!

Give to the Planetarium

Manfred Olson Planetarium
1900 E Kenwood Blvd
Milwaukee, WI 53211
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